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Dear Reader IN THIS ISSUE 

As we move into December, we will all hopefully be looking forward to the 
festive break and to time spent with friends and family. For all of us at DJO, 
it’s also a time to review and plan ahead. The continuous research, 
development, testing and launch of new products such as the Winplate and 
the Diabetic Shoe continue to prove that DJO is THE House of Quality Brands. 
But the company has also been busy in our supporting role in numerous 
educational programmes including the EFOST Travelling Fellowship and the 
AGA grant. We sincerely hope this support makes some small contribution to 
all your collective efforts in improving standards of care and therefore 
patients’ lives. This shared passion of ours has been at the core of our 
mission statement and all that we do here at DJO. 

IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
 EFOST's 2008 Travelling Fellows reveal all... 

RESEARCH IN THE FIELD 
 An Airlift for Flat Feet... 

Q & A 

 With Peter Drugge, Sweden's Chief Medical 
Physiotherapist 

To help you plan for whatever challenges 2009 may present, we have 
created a very stylish calendar, showing a collection of the latest ‘Faces of 
DJO’. Click here if you would like to order a copy for either you or your 
colleagues. 

TESTIMONIAL 
 Briton braced for 400km Charity Ski Challenge 

Finally may we wish you all a very happy and healthy 2009 from all of us at 
DJO International. 

PARTNERSHIP PROGRAMMES 
 Articular Cartilage Research wins AGA Award 
 BASEM sees First Live Biomechanics Demo 

 

DJO COMPANY NEWS 
 Diabetics Can Put Their Feet Up 
 Preview New Shower-Proof Splint Technology 
 Record Visitors at Medica 
 France Welcomes Launch of First Vibration Platform Lieve Vanden Berghe 

Vice-President, International Marketing 

IN THE SPOTLIGHT 

 

EFOST's 2008 Travelling Fellows reveal all... 

The 5th EFOST Congress took place in Antalya, Turkey at the end of November in 
sunny weather. Delegates were keen to hear how this year’s fellowship trip had 
unfolded. Dr William M Wind and Dr Michael A Rauh from State University of New York 
at Buffalo, were still buzzing from their whistle-stop tour, which was packed full of 
experiences. The trip started in Belgium, moving through to Italy, France and finally 
Turkey. 
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AVAILABLE NOW

 Calendar 2009 

 Wall Planner 2009 

 
Bracing & Support 
Catalogue 2009 

 
Winter Sport 
Catalogue 2008 - 
2009 
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Paediatric 
Catalogue 

 
Motor Sports 
Catalogue 

MEET DJO

 
Jan 26-29:
Arab Health
Dubai

 

Feb 12-15:
International Team 
Physician & Physiotherapist 
Course
Johannesburg

 
Feb 25-28:
AAOS
Las Vegas

RESEARCH IN THE FIELD 

 

An Airlift for Flat Feet... 

In September two English doctors from Musgrove Park Hospital in Taunton (Ben 
Burston and Andrew Kelly) presented a radiographic analysis of Posterior Tibial Tendon 
dysfunction bracing for adult-acquired flat foot deformity at the BOA Conference. 
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Q & A 

 

With Peter Drugge, Sweden's Chief Medical Physiotherapist 

Physiotherapist, Peter Drugge, has been part of the Physiotherapy team at the 
Capio Artro Clinic in Stockholm for 13 years. He has also been the Swedish Olympic 
Committee’s Chief Medical Physiotherapist for eight years overseeing the physical 
welfare of Sweden’s national teams. We catch up with Peter before he flies out to 
Vancouver to oversee the facilities for Team Sweden at next year’s Winter Olympics. 
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TESTIMONIAL 

 

Briton braced for 400km Charity Ski Challenge 

After a diagnosis of a pre-leukemic bone marrow condition, Mike Evans, 53, was 
forced to retire from his teaching job and his many involvements in outdoor education. 
He was suffering from Myelodysplasia which slowly wears down the immune system 
leaving him more and more tired and able to achieve less and less as he tried to stay 
fit. Once Mike was retired with some well managed rest and a less stressful lifestyle, he 
was able to fight off the bugs and infections which had afflicted him. Because of his 
recent health issues coupled with family illness, Mike has given himself a new challenge 
for 2009: to raise £5,000 for two cancer charities by skiing 300-400 Kilometres or as 
far as possible in six days. 
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PARTNERSHIP PROGRAMMES 

 

Articular Cartilage Research wins AGA Award 

Our congratulations go to the deserving 2008 winners of the AGA-DonJoy Award 
which was presented to Priv.-Doz Dr. med. Henning Madry on behalf of his team during 
this year’s AGA Congress at Interlaken, Switzerland in September. 
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BASEM sees First Live Biomechanics Demo 

The British Association of Sports Exercise Medicine (BASEM) this year (8-10 October, 
2008) saw the first live demonstration of the biomechanics of foot and knee orthoses 
using the latest biomechanics equipment and state of the art modeling which was set 
up near the conference venue in Brighton. This was made possible by the linking of the 
DJO UK team, Professor Jim Richards (University of Central Lancashire) and the 
University of Worcester’s Motion Analysis Research and Rehabilitation Centre (MARRC) 
led by Joe Bevins. 
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DJO COMPANY NEWS 

 

Diabetics can put their feet up 

DJO has this autumn once again proved it is the leading non-surgical orthopaedic 
soft good supplier. Under the ProCare brand, focusing on supports for recovery and 
healing, we have launched a new diabetic shoe, which can be used in the treatment of 
diabetic foot. 
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Preview New Shower-Proof Splint Technology 

From January 2009, we are delighted to announce that we will be the exclusive 
worldwide distributor for FastForm’s new thermoplastic wrist splint. The new FastForm 
Splint from innovative life sciences company, FastForm Research based in Waterford, 
Ireland will be added to our bracing and supports portfolio. 
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Record visitors at Medica 

We could hardly believe the excellent turnout we experienced at Medica 2008 in 
Dusseldorf this year. 

With over 137,000 visitors, Medica is the world’s largest medical exhibition and this 
year was particularly exciting for our company as it was our first opportunity to truly 
present all our medical services and brands under one roof.  
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France welcomes launch of first vibration platform 

With a line up of high-level sports celebrities including top French football coach 
Paolo Rongoni, Olympic Handball Gold Medallist, Nikola Karabatik and French Marathon 
champion, Philippe Rémond, DJO launched their new Compex Winplate at the French 
Olympic National Committee in September. 
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